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I've seen bodies lying in the street, waiting to be collected like old couches
on trash day.

I've seen lives simplified to a crate of belongings.

I've seen floodwaters that seem to have no end.

Heaven help my city.

New Orleans, my hometown, the city I called home for 23 years, is now an annex
of Lake Pontchartrain.

Since Hurricane Katrina hit last Monday, search and rescue efforts have focused
on finding the living. As her wrath is pumped from the city's streets, we will
learn of a death toll in the thousands.

Mayor Ray Nagin is bracing America for the massive body count. We think the
senseless deaths at the Louisiana Superdome and New Orleans Convention Center
were horrific. The coming days will uncover the largest natural disaster in our
nation's history, which should have been avoided.

How?

You see a hurricane on the way, you run. Don't stop. Don't be stubborn and count
how many you've survived. Don't bet your life on a levee and a prayer. Just run.

To the rest of the nation, this seems so simple. It's not.

Hurricanes are a part of our culture, as much as red beans and rice, Mardi Gras
beads and jazz funerals. Less than 48 hours after Katrina, folks were mowing
lawns in Slidell, a suburb of New Orleans.

Heck, there's even an alcoholic beverage called a Hurricane.

The storms come and go every summer and fall. To us, hurricane season is no
different than Groundhog Day. That's the gamble we take by living in a
sportsman's paradise. We gauge their strength and decide whether to leave town
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for the umpteenth time or ride it out.

Too many people made the wrong decision last week.

Tens of thousands have been rescued from homes in Greater New Orleans --
relocated to Baton Rouge, Houston, Dallas and other cities. Summit County's
population is around 500,000. Greater New Orleans is around 1.3 million.

Why did so many stay?

My people are a proud people. We're a resilient people.

Yes, we have our flaws, but we stick to what we believe in. Your homes, your
cars, your most valued possessions -- they are your life. The older folks get,
the more difficult it becomes to leave. People have worked their entire lives
for a couple thousand feet of land, and they're slow to part with it.

Most people I talked to during search and rescue missions were more worried
about looters than floodwaters. So they stayed. (In fairness to them, stories of
the Superdome and convention center evacuations have scared a lot of people
about what they'd face if they left.)

For some, economics had little to do with the decision of staying or leaving.

When State Rep. Emile Bruneau left last week, he had to decide what artwork he
would take. His mother, who recently passed away, was an artist.

With tears in his eyes, he took one of her paintings. He already had three in
his Baton Rouge office. Thirty-six are under water in the Lakeview section of
New Orleans.

''You can never replace that,'' he said.

And if my sisters hadn't talked our own mother into leaving last Sunday morning,
she might be trapped in our attic -- scared, hungry or, like many, dead. My
sister's two-story house in Slidell took 5 feet of water. Everything on the
first floor was destroyed.

I expect much worse when I reach my parents' house in eastern New Orleans. Lake
Pontchartrain is about a half-mile from our back yard. Now it is our back yard.

Luckily, I took most of the family pictures with me to Akron during my last trip
home. My parents and two sisters are now 90 minutes away in Baton Rouge, staying
with the sister of a friend.

Maybe my family will move to Akron, maybe to Omaha, Neb., where another sister
lives. Either way, the effort to rebuild New Orleans will take months, maybe
even years.

Time, we have. My fear is that this will happen again, maybe even soon.

People will say Katrina didn't destroy the city, the broken levees did. There's
some truth to that. They will say they survived Katrina, so how bad could future
hurricanes be?

The answer is bad. Very bad.
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Don't wait around to find out.

Editor's note: Akron Beacon Journal sportswriter Gary Estwick headed south after
hearing about the impact of Hurricane Katrina on his hometown of New Orleans. He
has been sending dispatches to Akron -- giving our readers a glimpse of the
damage the hurricane inflicted.
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